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Dear Parents and Carers          3rd July 2020 
 
End of Term and Looking Forward to September  
 
I hope everyone is doing well.  We are now two weeks from the Summer break.  Teachers will be calling those families 
not attending school to wish them a relaxing summer and reassure them about the next school year.   
 
In the final week of term we will send home a school report and a transition letter introducing next year’s teacher and 
class.   
 
Thank you for all the kind words and positivity. It certainly helps staff in these challenging times.   
 
I am so pleased that the government has announced that all children will be expected back in September.  Some of you 
will be pleased too, but I am aware that some may still be worried.  Let me reassure you that the guidance allows 
schools to balance the safe return of children and staff, the mental wellbeing of all and learning.  Kelvin Grove will 
continue to prioritise all three of these.  We are making plans to ensure this is as safe and successful as possible for 
each year group.   
 
The curriculum will reflect the needs of the children both as individuals and as a cohort.  Feeling safe and happy has 
always been the foundation of good learning here at Kelvin Grove and we will focus on reading, writing and maths in 
ways that inspire and enthuse children.  We may need to change the arrangements for the start and end of the day, for 
playtimes, lunch and events like assemblies.   
 
There are likely to be limited spaces in Breakfast and After School Club so booking and payment will be essential.  
There are unlikely to be enrichment clubs (3.30pm - 4.30pm) until at least January 2021.    
 
We expect that over time, things will return to normal and we will have a time to reflect and learn from our 
experiences as a school community. 
 
We have been able to agree to Global Camps using the Paxton Building for the first four weeks of the holiday, that is 
the weeks commencing 20th July, 27th July, 3rd August and 10th August.  Please contact Global Camps directly for further 
information if you would like your child to attend. 
 
Can I remind you that school will break up for the Summer on Thursday 16th July, with collection times following our 
established Friday collection arrangements i.e. 12:30pm -12:45pm for Year 1 and 6 bubble groups. 
 
As always please contact myself, Ms Magee or Mr Clark if you have any concerns or are unsure of anything.   
 
I hope to see you all soon.   
 
Yours sincerely 
 

 
Ian Hyde 
Headteacher 
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